CS388: Natural Language Processing
Lecture 1: Introduc9on

Administrivia
‣ Lecture: Tuesdays and Thursdays 9:30am - 10:50am
‣ Course website:
hBp://www.cs.utexas.edu/~gdurreB/courses/fa2018/cs388.shtml
‣ Piazza: link on the course website
‣ My oﬃce hours: Wednesday 10am-noon, GDC 3.420

Greg Durrett

Course Requirements

‣ TA: Jifan Chen; Oﬃce hours:
‣ Monday + Tuesday, 1pm-2pm GDC 1.302

Enrollment

‣ 391L Machine Learning (or equivalent)

‣ I want everyone to be able to take this class!

‣ 311 or 311H Discrete Math for Computer Science (or equivalent)

‣ Mini1 is out now (due September 11):

‣ Python experience
‣ Addi9onal prior exposure to probability, linear algebra, op9miza9on, linguis9cs,
and NLP useful but not required

‣ Please look at the assignment well before then
‣ If this seems like it’ll be challenging for you, come and talk to me (this is smallerscale than the projects, which are smaller-scale than the ﬁnal project)

What’s the goal of NLP?

Automa9c Summariza9on

‣ Be able to solve problems that require deep understanding of text
‣ Example: dialogue systems
do computa9on
recognize marketCap
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Who is its CEO?

One of New America’s
writers posted a statement
cri9cal of Google. Eric
Schmidt, Google’s CEO,
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The writer and his team
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Tim Cook
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Machine Transla9on
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People’s Daily, August 30, 2017

Trump Pope family watch a hundred years a year in the White House balcony

provide missing
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Text Analysis
Syntac9c parses

Annota/ons

Applica/ons
Summarize

Coreference resolu9on

Extract informa9on

En9ty disambigua9on

Answer ques9ons

Discourse analysis

Iden9fy sen9ment

‣ NLP is about building these pieces!
‣ All of these components are modeled with sta9s9cal
approaches trained with machine learning

Translate

How do we represent text?
Text

Labels
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Beyoncé had one of the best videos of all 6me subjec/ve
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How do we use these representa9ons?
Text

Text Analysis
Labels
Sequences
Trees
…
end-to-end models

Applica/ons
Extract syntac9c features
Tree-structured neural networks
Tree transducers (for machine
transla9on)
…

‣ Main ques9on: What representa9ons do we need for language? What do
we want to know about it?
‣ Boils down to: what ambigui9es do we need to resolve?

Language is Ambiguous!
‣ Hector Levesque (2011): “Winograd schema challenge” (named amer Terry
Winograd, the creator of SHRDLU)

Why is language hard?

(and how can we handle that?)

they advocated
The city council refused the demonstrators a permit because they ______ violence
they feared
‣ This is so complicated that it’s an AI challenge problem! (AI-complete)
‣ Referen9al/seman9c ambiguity

Language is Ambiguous!

Language is Really Ambiguous!

‣ Headlines
‣ Teacher Strikes Idle Kids
‣ Hospitals Sued by 7 Foot Doctors
‣ Ban on Nude Dancing on Governor’s Desk
‣ Iraqi Head Seeks Arms
‣ Stolen Pain9ng Found by Tree
‣ Kids Make Nutri9ous Snacks
‣ Local HS Dropouts Cut in Half

‣ There aren’t just one or two possibili9es which are resolved pragma9cally

‣ Syntac9c/seman9c ambiguity: parsing needed to resolve these, but need context
to ﬁgure out which parse is correct

‣ Combinatorially many possibili9es, many you won’t even register as ambigui9es,
but systems s9ll have to resolve them

il fait vraiment beau

It is really nice out
It’s really nice
The weather is beau9ful
It is really beau9ful outside
He makes truly beau9ful
He makes truly boyfriend
It fact actually handsome

slide credit: Dan Klein

What do we need to understand language?
‣ Lots of data!

What do we need to understand language?
‣ World knowledge: have access to informa9on beyond the training data
DOJ greenlights Disney - Fox merger
Department of Jus6ce
metaphor;
“approves”
‣ What is a green light? How do we understand what
“green ligh9ng” does?

slide credit: Dan Klein

What do we need to understand language?
‣ Grounding: learn what fundamental concepts actually mean in a data-driven way

What do we need to understand language?
‣ Linguis9c structure
‣ …but computers probably won’t understand language the same way humans do
‣ However, linguis9cs tells us what phenomena we need to be able to deal with
and gives us hints about how language works

Golland et al. (2010)

McMahan and Stone (2015)

Centering Theory
Grosz et al. (1995)

A brief history of (modern) NLP

What techniques do we use?

“AI winter”
rule-based,
expert systems

(to combine data, knowledge, linguis9cs, etc.)
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Structured Predic9on

Less Manual Structure?

‣ All of these techniques are data-driven! Some data is naturally occurring, but may
need to label
‣ Supervised techniques work well on very liBle data
annota9on
(two hours!)
unsupervised
learning

beBer system!
Klein and Manning (2003)

‣ Even neural nets can do preBy well!
“Learning a Part-of-Speech Tagger from Two Hours of Annota9on”
GarreBe and Baldridge (2013)

Less Manual Structure?

Petrov et al. (2006)

Hall, DurreB, Klein (2014)

‣ Manually constructed grammars -> EM-induced grammars -> basic grammars +
features -> …

Less Manual Structure?

The yield on the benchmark issue
rose to 10% from 5%

LSTM

( S ( NP ( NP ( DT The ) ( NN yield …
‣ No grammars!
Sutskever et al. (2015), Bahdanau et al. (2014)

DeNero et al. (2008)

Bahdanau et al. (2014)

Does manual structure have a place?

Does manual structure have a place?

‣ Neural nets don’t always work out of domain!
Newswire

‣ Coreference: rule-based systems are
s9ll about as good as deep learning
out-of-domain
‣ LORELEI: transi9on point below which phrasebased systems are beBer

Wikipedia

‣ Why is this? Induc9ve bias!
‣ Can mul9-task learning help?

Trump Pope family watch a hundred years a year in the White House balcony
Moosavi and Strube (2017)

Where are we?
‣ NLP consists of: analyzing and building representa9ons for text, solving problems
involving text

‣ Maybe manual structure would help…

NLP vs. Computa9onal Linguis9cs
‣ NLP: build systems that deal with language data
‣ CL: use computa9onal tools to study language

‣ These problems are hard because language is ambiguous, requires drawing on
data, knowledge, and linguis9cs to solve
‣ Knowing which techniques use requires understanding dataset size, problem
complexity, and a lot of tricks!
‣ NLP encompasses all of these things

Hamilton et al. (2016)

NLP vs. Computa9onal Linguis9cs
‣ Computa9onal tools for other purposes: literary theory, poli9cal science…

Outline of the Course

{
Neural nets {

ML and structured
predic9on for NLP

{

Syntax/
seman9cs

Applica9ons:
MT, IE,
summariza9on,
dialogue, etc.
Bamman, O’Connor, Smith (2013)

Course Goals
‣ Cover fundamental machine learning techniques used in NLP
‣ Understand how to look at language data and approach linguis9c phenomena
‣ Cover modern NLP problems encountered in the literature: what are the ac9ve
research topics in 2018?
‣ Make you a “producer” rather than a “consumer” of NLP tools
‣ The four assignments should teach you what you need to know to
understand nearly any system in the literature (e.g.: state-of-the-art NER
system = project 1 + mini 2, basic MT system = project 2)

{
Assignments

‣ Two minis (10% each), two projects (20% each)
‣ Implementa9on-oriented, with an open-ended component to each
‣ Mini 1 (classiﬁca9on) is out NOW
‣ ~2 weeks per assignment, 5 “slip days” for automa9c extensions
‣ Grading:
‣ Minis: 80% for reaching the performance threshold, 20% writeup
‣ Projects: 60% for reaching the performance threshold, 20% writeup, 20% extension
These projects require understanding of the concepts, ability to write performant
code, and ability to think about how to debug complex systems. They are
challenging, so start early!

Assignments
‣ Final project (40%)
‣ Groups of 2 preferred, 1 is possible
‣ (Brief!) proposal to be approved by me
‣ WriBen in the style and tone of an ACL paper

Survey
1. Fill in: I am a [CS / ____] [PhD / masters / undergrad] in year [1 2 3 4 5+]
2. Which of the following have you learned in a class?
1. Bayes’ Rule
2. SVMs
3. Expecta9on maximiza9on
4. RNNs
3. Which of the following have you used?
1. Python
2. numpy/scipy/scikit-learn
3. Tensorﬂow/(Py)Torch/Theano
4. Fill in: Assuming I can enroll, my probability of taking this class is X%
5. One interes9ng fact about yourself, or what you like to do in your spare 9me

